Summary.
-Introduction.
There are quite a number of situations in current elementary-particle physics where it is desirable to have at hand a numerically accurate solution of the realistic Bethe-Salpeter (1) equation in the bound-state region. By realistic we mean at present inclusion of the spin of the constituents and nonzero mass for both the exchanged particle and the generated bound state. (1) u ~N' AMBU : Progr. Theor. Phys., 5, 614 (1950) ; H.A. BETHI~. and E. E. SALPETI~,R : Phys. Rev., 84, 1232 (1951) . Such a B-S equation but restricted to scalar particles has recently been discussed and solved in the bound-state region by several authors (2.3). The more general equations for the bound state of two spin-89 fermions via the exchange of a pseudoscalar particle have been written down and studied by GOU~DIN (4), GOLDSTEI~. (s) and KUM:~ER (e). They have been discussed further in connection with specific physical problems by SWIFT and LEE (~), HARTE (8) and by DEI,BOURGO, SALA~ and STRATHDEE (9) . We will refer to these papers for most of the basic formalism. The latter authors do not attempt a numerical discussion of the spin equations. GOLDSTEIiN" and KUM.MER discuss the zero-mass cases only. GO~'R])LN has obtained some solutions of reasonable accuracy by employing approximations which are good only in the weak binding limit of the deuteron.
In the present note we are more interested in tightly boundsy stems--a situation we encounter, for instance, in the quark models (~0) for the elementary particles. It was shown earlier (3) that a simple exchange potential is not able to reproduce the observed particle spectrum on a Chew-Frautschi plot. :Now we are asking how this situation is changed by the inclusion of spin. To be specific, we consider the B-S equation for a fermion-antifermion pair which is bound via the exchange of a pseudoscalar meson and generates a meson bound state. The inclusion of the spin-~-character of the fermions leads to four coupled integral equations for the generation of jr= 0-state and to a set of eight for a 1-state. Due to the fact that we now get coupled equations, most of the previous methods would exceed computer capacity. We find it therefore advantageous to expand the invariant functions in terms of fourdimensional Euclidean harmonics. This is possible after doing the Wick rotation (1~). The use of this method has been encouraged by our finding that retaining only the leading n term which leads to one-dimensional integral equations produces a four to five place accuracy in the scalar case. The result-
